In the description of general covariance, the vierbein and the Lorentz connection can be treated as independent fundamental fields. With the usual gauge Lagrangian, the Lorentz connection is characterized by an asymptotically free running coupling. When running from high energy, the coupling gets large at a scale which can be called the Planck mass. If the Lorentz connection is confined at that scale, the low energy theory can have the Einstein Lagrangian induced at low energy through dimensional transmutation. However, in general there will be new divergences in such a theory and the Lagrangian basis should be expanded. I construct a conformally invariant model with a larger basis size which potentially may have the same property.
INTRODUCTION
We are used to thinking of the Planck scale (M p = 1.2 × 10
19 GeV) as a barrier to our physical theories. Indeed, because gravitational quantum fluctuations are of order E 2 /M 2 p , where E is an energy, they become of order unity at this scale and we appear to lose even the usual concept of spacetime. But perhaps a simple theory could exist beyond M P , which would be approachable only after passing through a temporarily strong coupled energy region. This paper works towards the construction of a conformally invariant model of gravitation which may be asymptotically free beyond the Planck scale.
An analogy may help describe the physical picture that is being proposed. QCD with massless fermions is classically scale invariant 1 . However, after quantum corrections, its description depends on the energy scale under consideration. With two fermions, it is weakly coupled in both the ultraviolet and in the infrared, although not in between. The UV description is the well-known story of asymptotic freedom. As we come down from weak coupling at large energies, we enter a strongly coupled regime from 2 GeV → 0.5 GeV where we cannot calculate perturbatively. However, below this energy range the theory again becomes weakly coupled with pions as the physical degrees of freedom rather than the original quarks and gluons. At low energies the interactions are described by the Lagrangian
where τ i are the three SU (2) Pauli matrices, π i are the three pions and F = 93 MeV is the pion decay constant. Here the weak coupling comes from the derivative interaction, such that all amplitudes are of the order of the (Energy) 2 , and hence become very small at low energies. The pions are Goldstone bosons associated with the chiral symmetry of massless QCD, and both their existence and the structure of the Lagrangian follow from the original symmetry.
Note that there is no trace remaining of the original scale invariance. The low energy Lagrangian involves a dimensionful parameter F , which arises from the scale of QCD -a phenomena commonly called "dimensional transmutation". Although the Lagrangian is scale invariant, the running coupling constant involves a scale at which QCD becomes strong. The low energy action involves parameters proportional to this scale. The nonlinear Lagrangian of Eq. 1, technically non-renormalizeable, can be used in a full effective field theory treatment referred to as chiral perturbation theory to calculate a full quantum theory description of weakly coupled pions.
If we think of a hypothetical civilization living at very low energy, they could have uncovered the chiral Lagrangian from its propagating massless pions and long range forces. With enough precision, they could uncover higher order terms in the chiral Lagrangian. To this civilization, the QCD scale of 1 GeV would have seen as a barrier to their theory because the effective field theory falls apart there. Yet a well-behaved weakly interaction quantum field theory does exist beyond that scale. Perhaps this is similar to our view of the effective field theory of gravity.
The goal of this paper is to discuss whether a similar picture could be developed for gravity with an asymptotically free theory at high energy and a weakly coupled effective field theory at low energy [1] . This will be done in the setting where one treats the vierbein (or tetrad) and the Lorentz connection (or spin connection) as independent fields [2] 2 . A simple scale invariant model for which asymptotic freedom is known will be seen to have the ability to generate the Einstein action via dimensional transmutation. However it is also seen that there should be a more general Lagrangian. This leads us to propose a more complicated action, but one which is constrained by a stronger symmetry -that of local conformal invariance. This action has several parameters and we discuss the possible outcomes of such a theory at low energy.
PRELIMINARY NOTATION
This section introduces the players in the construction described in this paper. The physics content starts in the following section.
We will use the vierbein and the Lorentz connection as the fundamental fields. The vierbein is defined via
where η ab is the flat Minkowski metric. One also defines the inverse metric g µν and inverse vierbein e there is extra local Lorentz symmetry
When coupled to fermions, the construction of Utiyama and Kibble [4, 5] also includes the Lorentz connection. The gamma matrices are connected to derivatives via the vierbein
In addition, the fermions transform under the local Lorentz symmetry
where in matrix notation
where α ab (x) is the parameter associated with the local Lorentz transformation Λ and
In order that this symmetry be local, we introduce the Lorentz connection as a gauge field ω ab µ and covariant derivative D µ with
Under the local Lorentz transformation of Eq. 6, the fields transform as
This combined with the general coordinate transformation
define the symmetries of the theory. The metricity condition for the vierbein is
Here Γ λ µν is the usual connection defined from the metric
If metricity is imposed, the Lorentz connection can be eliminated as an independent field. However, we do not impose metricity in this paper, and keep both fields as independent.
Varieties of derivatives
It is often useful to define different notations for various combinations of derivatives and connections. First let us define the simple partial derivatives:
Next, it is often useful to define the derivative which includes only the spin connection:
This has various forms depending on the object that is being acted on. For a scalar
while for a spinor
and for a Lorentz vector
We also define the fully covariant derivative, which involves both ω 
Field strength tensors
The definition of various field strength tensors follows from commutators of the covariant derivatives. The field strength tensor for the spin connection is related to the curvature
which yields
There is also a field strength tensor for the verbein, which vanishes if metricity is assumed
This tensor is a torsion tensor, although various authors ascribe various meanings to this term. There is also the dual of this tensor, defined viaẼ 
We can define the structure constants for the translation group
which yields 
A SCALE INVARIANT VARIATION
Let me first present what might be considered to be the simplest model exhibiting the desired phenomena. It by itself could be considered as a UV completion of General Relativity. It allows a presentation of the basic idea in terms of calculations that many readers will already be familiar with. However, as described below, the presence of fermions is not included and that will lead us to consider a more complete version exhibiting conformal invariance, which will be presented in the following sections.
The Lorentz connection and dimensional transmutation
If we want to treat the spin connection as a gauge field, the simplest action is the usual gauge action
Here g is a coupling constant for the Lorentz connection (not to be confused with the determinant of the metric). This Lagrangian has the full general coordinate invariance and local Lorentz invariance. The Lagrangian itself is scale invariant. As shown in Ref. [2] , this action also defines an asymptotically free theory. The β-function is negative and the coupling strength grows as one runs towards the infrared. The energy scale where the perturbative coupling gets large defines what may be called the Planck scale. At this energy scale the dynamics is non-perturbative. It was suggested in [2] , that this implies that the spin connection is gapped by being either confined or condensed such that it does not propagate at low energy. I will adopt this hypothesis in what follows. The only essential point is that below this Planck scale, the only active degree of freedom is the vierbein or equivalently the metric. What would the low energy theory look like in this theory? Dimensional transmutation tells us that it need not be scale invariant. However, it still is invariant under general coordinate invariance and local Lorentz invariance. And it must be described by the metric degree of freedom only, as the spin connection is by assumption not present. This implies that should be described by a general expansion of the action in terms of derivatives of the metric. That is, it must have the form of a general coordinate invariant effective field theory of the metric and the associated curvatures. This would start out as
Here R(g) is the usual scalar curvature constructed from the metric, which is the active low energy field, not the scalar curvature R(ω) constructed by contracting the indices of the field strength tensor of Eq. 22. This result is the Einstein-Hilbert action, even if the original theory was scale invariant. In order to see how this might arise, consider the following calculation. If we consider the one-loop effective action using the Lagrangian of Eq. 27, we can evaluate the result using the heat kernel expansion, where in general for some differential operator D
where I have dropped an inessential constant in the last step. The heat kernel is defined as
and has the general expansion in the proper time
The heat kernel coefficients have been previously calculated for a gauge field loop in the presence of gravity [6] . Inserting factors relevant for the six Lorentz connection fields, this amounts to
where R is the usual scalar curvature defined in terms of the metric. If we evaluate the heat kernel integral with a finite proper time cutoff τ 0 one ends up with the action.
From this we can see directly how the scalar curvature can be generated through quantum effects. Of course, this is not a "real" calculation for this theory, which becomes strongly coupled at low energy and for which the oneloop approximation is surely inadequate. And a proper time cutoff is not appropriate to regularize a scale invariant theory. However, this does display the nature of the quantum corrections, and these will remain true in the strongly coupled theory. If one regularizes the theory by a procedure such as dimensional regularization, which respects the scale invariance of the original theory, and treats the full strongly coupled theory the coefficient in the action will be replaced by a factor proportional the scale of the theory, the Planck scale, via dimensional transmutation. Unlike the QCD analogy discussed in the introduction, the metric exists in both the high energy and low energy limits of the theory. In the low energy limit there is no need of a separate emergent field, as the metric is able to realize the symmetry of the theory. However, its interactions become "dressed" by the strong interactions which occur in the intermediate region, allowing new interactions consistent with the symmetry of the low energy theory.
As an aside, one can note that a very similar "not a full calculation" can be performed for the chiral Lagrangian of QCD. Briefly described, if we start from the QCD Lagrangian (with again two massless quarks for simplicity) there is an
In this case, we can can factor out the chiral coordinates through the field redefinition
with V being an SU (2) matrix with a vectorial transformation property. This involves the non-linear chiral construction of Callen, Coleman and Wess and Zumino [7] . The Dirac action then becomes
with
Integrating out the field Ψ at one loop, for this operator 4 the a 1 (x) coefficient is given by
with U = ξ 2 . Here the symbol Tr ′ includes a trace over the Dirac indices, while the Tr on the right hand side is only the trace over the flavor indices. Imposing a proper time cutoff, one obtains for the one loop action
Again the proper time cutoff is not a real property of scale invariant QCD, and the one loop approximation is not appropriate for a strongly coupled theory. But if we invoke dimensional transmutation to replace the overall coefficient by something proportional to Λ 2 QCD , we identify the general structure of the low energy chiral Lagrangian. In both these cases, the heat kernel is useful in identifying the structure of the induced quantum loop effects.
Returning to gravity, it appears that we have identified a simple, renormalizaeable, asymptotically free gauge theory which yields the Einstein-Hilbert action in the low energy limit. However, the theory is not yet complete. The most telling indication is the a 2 coefficient in the heat kernel expansion. If we now include this we find a one loop divergence
where C µναβ is the Weyl tensor
Here I have switched to dimensional regularization in order to highlight an important feature. This term does represent a true divergence in this scale invariant theory. Dimensional regularization respects the scale invariance, and the result in Eq. 39 is also scale invariant. Of course, in a strongly coupled theories there will be higher order loops which also contribute but the divergence of the form of Eq. 39 is one that is expected on general grounds to be present at each order of perturbation theory.
A first conformal model
In order to renormalize this theory, we then need to include a term involving C 2 in the action. For this section then, our basic theory consists of the action
The label s.i. stands for scale invariant. Both g and ξ are dimensionless coupling constants, and the action S s.i. contains no dimensionful parameters. In fact, this action has conformal invariance. This will be discussed in much more detail in the following section, but for the purposes of the present section it implies the invariance under
with Ω(x) being an arbitrary space-time dependent scaling factor. As is well known and as will be discussed further below, the Weyl term in the action is invariant under this transformation. Moreover, if we treat a gauge field as invariant under the conformal transformation
then the gauge term in the action is also invariant. I do want to emphasize here that this simple transformation property of the Lorentz connection will be modified in the presence of fermions. This will be discussed in the following section. However the combined conformal invariance of Eq. 42 and Eq. 43 is important for the analysis of the action of Eq. 41. The combined action then is conformally invariant. These are the only two structures that involve only the Lorentz connection and the metric that have this invariance.
Power counting
In the usual effective field theory of general relativity, there is a power counting theorem describing the effects of graviton loops. This is related to Weinberg's power counting theorem in chiral theories [9] . Specifically, starting from the Einstein-Hilbert action ∼ R, one loop effects enter at order R 2 , two loops modify physics at order R 3 , etc. This can be seen most easily by counting powers of κ 2 ∼ 1/M 2 P . With this dimensionful expansion parameter, and massless particles in loops, the powers of 1/M 2 P must be compensated for by derivatives (or equivalently of curvatures) in the numerator. This is the hallmark of a so-called non-renormalizeable effective field theory. The loop expansion involves an ever increasing basis. All the divergences are local and can be absorbed into the remormalization of local terms in the most general Lagrangian. High powers of the curvature are unimportant at low energy, although still one needs ever increasing powers of the curvature to deal with higher number of loops.
Matter fields start out similarly. One loop effects of massless matter particles coupled to gravity induces effects at order R 2 . However, at this stage the power counting differs. If we calculate two loop diagrams of massless matter fields, where all the particles involved in the loops are the matter fields coming from renormalizeable field theories, the results are still at order R 2 . We do not get an ever increasing set of powers with extra matter fields. This result can also be seen from simple dimensional counting arguments. Because the matter coupling constants are dimensionless, extra loops cannot involve extra factors of curvatures or derivatives. In particular, an important consequence of this result is that all the divergences which follow from only the matter fields of a renormalizeable QFT, treated to all orders, can be absorbed into the counterterms at order R 2 . So the power counting of pure matter loops is different from graviton loops, in that it stops at order R 2 . Now consider a different gravitational theory in which the Einstein-Hilbert action is absent at the fundamental level, and the gravitational action is of order R 2 , in particular the C 2 action found above. This action starts out involving four derivatives. Constructed from such an action, the propagators behave as 1/q 4 rather than 1/q 2 . This leads to different power counting rules for the gravitons. In particular, all the divergences from graviton loops also stop at order R 2 independent of the number of gravitational loops. Theories where the kinetic terms are of order four derivatives are potentially dangerous, and there is a large literature about the dangers and their possible solutions [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . I will not adjudicate these here, but see the discussion of Ref. [15] . However, from the view of pure perturbation theory and power counting, we can describe how such theories behave. Because the coefficient of C 2 in the action is dimensionless, the usual expansion of the fields with their conventional normalization g µν =ḡ µν + κh µν , whereḡ is a background metric and h is the quantum fluctuation, starts off at order
where I have omitted all of the tensor indices. The propagator for the gravitational field then behaves as M P and the results stay at the order of the curvature squared. This result is perhaps more obvious with the use of a non-conventionally normalized quantum field, with κh µν → h µν . In this case, κ and M P never appear in the Feynman rules and there are only dimensionless constants. With no extra dimensional factors, the divergences must stay scale invariant, i.e. of order R 2 . This has been verified in direct calculations at one loop, and will persist at higher loops. Power counting then tells us that the theory defined by Eq. 41 will only generate divergences in terms which are also scale invariant.
Coupled evolution
Moreover, there is a yet stronger result. The divergence structure of the action of Eq. 41 will be closed if the theory is properly gauge fixed and regularized. That is, the only divergences will go into the renormalization of g and ξ. In this section I describe the renormalization group behavior of this coupled theory.
When treated with a regulator that respects the conformal symmetry, and a gauge fixing procedure that does not break the symmetry explicitly, the divergence structure will also respect the symmetry and hence will renormalize only the couplings that occur in the action. Moreover, the Weyl term only involves the metric, and hence can only renormalize itself, and not the action for the Lorentz connection. On the other hand, the Lorentz connection action involves both the connection and the metric and hence renormalizes both terms in the action. This is born out in direct calculations.
The coupling constants of this theory run. In general, the running will be coupled, β(g) = f g (g, ξ) β(ξ) = f ξ (g, ξ). However at one loop order the running decouples and each runs separately. Both are asymptotically free at one-loop order. In the case of the Weyl term, it forms a perturbatively renormalizeable theory and the beta function is wellknown [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Treating the Lorentz connection as an independent field, the running of the connection coupling was calculated in Ref. [2] . The effects of matter fields on the running of on the Weyl coupling can be found from the above divergence. Overall we have
where the first term in β(ξ) comes from graviton loops and the second is from the Lorentz connection, and is dominated by the graviton contribution [19] . Note also that for a given coupling, the running of g is faster than that of ξ.
The running couplings define scales through dimensional transmutation. The assumption of the present work is that the running of the Lorentz connection is most important and will define the Planck scale, where its interactions become strong, and below which energy the Lorentz connection does not propagate. The running of the Weyl term will be modified below the Planck scale, and most importantly becomes sub-dominant to the induced Einstein-Hilbert action. Other authors who have studied the running of the Weyl term in the case where metricity is imposed include Smilga [24] , Holdom and Ren [25] , Salvio and Strumia [26] and Einhorn and Jones [27] , and dimensional transmutation is also relevant for this case.
Other gauge theories
In fact, using the Lorentz connection as the gauge field is not required for this construction. Any gauge theory will also induce a similar running in the Weyl coupling. If we simply substitute R ab µν by any gauge field strength tensor F i µν , with gauge coupling g g , the one-loop running of the Weyl coupling will be
where D is the dimension of the group (i.e. the number of gage fields in the adjoint representation,
All gauge fields will then contribute to the running of the Weyl coupling. Under this construction, the Planck scale will be set by gauge theory with the largest intrinsic scale in the running of its gauge coupling. This description of Yang-Mills driven gravity is discussed in more detail in Ref. [15] .
Proceeding further
The model of this section is closed and self-contained, presenting the coupled evolution of a simple action for the metric and the Lorentz connection. It has been argued that it induces the Einstein-Hilbert action as a finite term if confinement occurs. It is then an asymptotically free model for induced general relativity deserves further study on its own.
However, given our starting point, there is also an unsatisfactory aspect to this model. We motivated treating the Lorentz connection as a gauge field by considering its couplings to fermions, along with that of the vierbein. If one treats these as independent fields, and computes the effect of a fermion loop, there will be a divergence that is proportional to C 2 but also another that is distinct from the field strength term of the Lorentz connection [2] . With fermions, we need to expand the operator basis.
However, the results that we have seen so far suggest a particular pathway. The Lagrangian with the Weyl tensor squared is conformally invariant. So is the effect of the fermion loop. (Let me defer a discussion of this symmetry to the following section.) This suggests that one might want to keep local conformal invariance as the defining symmetry [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The divergence structure would then respect this symmetry, and renormalization would be closed with a general conformally invariant action.
The conformal properties of the Lorentz connection have not been previously elucidated in a framework in which one includes only the vierbein, fermions and Lorentz connection as active fields, and this is the goal of the next section. Note that there are well-known ways to construct conformally invariant actions which introducing involve more fields, with different transformation properties than described below. See for example Refs. [36] and [37] . Here we are using only the vierbein and the Lorentz connection.
CONFORMAL INVARIANCE AND THE LORENTZ CONNECTION
Local conformal symmetry is a more powerful symmetry than scale invariance. In the gravitational sector, it is defined by
with Ωx being an arbitrary space-time dependent scaling factor. It is sometimes useful to parameterize this as
and this allows the notational simplification
Of course the vierbein then transforms as
and we have
Transformation of the Lorentz connection
The massless Dirac action can be made conformally invariant by the appropriate transformation of the Lorentz connection. Using
we can make this invariant under
if the Lorentz connection transforms as
By construction, this is the same condition as if metricity were to be assumed. Note that this is different from the behavior of a usual gauge field, which is normally treated as invariant under a conformal transformation. The metric connection transforms as
A Weyl tensor for the Lorentz connection
None of the curvatures have a simple conformal transformation, but the Weyl tensor does transform covariantly
leaving the Weyl action
as conformally invariant. This is the unique conformally invariant possibility constructed purely from the metric. However, the equivalent to the Weyl tensor is not conformally invariant when constructed from Lorentz connection using R ab µν . I find that under a conformal transformation
Here the first two rows are expected terms and these contributions cancel when forming the equivalent of the Weyl tensor using R ab µν . However the last row does not cancel in this construction. Note that the last row vanishes when metricity is assumed, so the new feature in the conformal tensor is associated with the lack of metricity. Let me refer to the last row as 'the extra term'.
In order to construct an invariant object we need to introduce new variables in addition. We start by noting that the metricity condition transforms covariantly
This implies that vierbein tensor also transforms simply
Among other objects, a useful relation involves
These relations allow the construction of a new conformally invariant tensor for the Lorentz connection. If we define a modified curvatureR 
As stated, this is conformally invariant
which means that the corresponding action
is also conformally invariant.
Conformally invariant spacetime vectors
When the metricity condition does not vanish there are greater opportunities for conformally invariant vectors. Starting from the conformal transformation of the metricity condition, Eq. 59, we note that the following vectors are conformally invariant
(66)
along with the contractions
(70)
(71)
(72)
All of these are conformally invariant and spacetime vectors. The combinations with un-contracted Lorentz indices are Lorentz tensors. The vector V 4 has the opposite parity from the other vectors. For the contracted vectors, with no free Lorentz indices, we can then form conformally invariant field strength tensors
THE CONFORMALLY INVARIANT BASIS
We now have the tools to construct a conformally invarinat action from the vierbein and the Lorentz connection in the situation where the Lorentz connection transforms as in Eq. 54. Fortunately or unfortunately, there are many possible conformal invariants.
The field strengths
We start with those terms which yield bilinears in the fields. These are the basic actions which define the kinetic energies and the propagators. The field strength tensors C µναβ , D ab µν and W ab all start of linear in their field variables. Conformally invariant combinations of these are then
These have been written under the assumption of parity invariance.
A designer propagator
The field strength tensors of the previous section start off bi-linear in the fields, and can be used to define propagators. However, there can be other conformally invariant terms which also are bi-linear in the fields. These all vanish if metricity is assumed, but remain when treating the fields as independent. Because these terms come with coefficients can be adjusted, one can use these to modify the forms of the propagators if desired.
I have described field strengths composed of conformally invariant vector combination of the tetrad and Lorentz connection. These can be combined to produce conformally invariant actions. Assuming parity conservation, we have the terms
Besides the usual diagonal contributions to propagators, each of these contain off-diagonal mixing between the vierbein and the Lorentz connection. The propagators of the tetrad and Lorentz connection form a matrix. The diagonal elements for the Lorentz connection are all of order two derivatives. For the tetrad all the diagonal elements are of order four derivatives. The off-diagonal mixing terms involve 3 derivatives.
Interaction terms
There are also invariants that start off at third order in the field variables. The all include only one of the field tensors C µναβ , D ab µν and V iµν , with the remaining ingredients coming from two powers of the metricity condition confomal vectors. Here we find
Some of the terms in the sum vanish by symmetry considerations, and cross-terms between V 4 and V 1,2,3 are forbidden by parity. Finally there are interaction terms which start off at fourth order in the fields. These are constructed from variants of the conformal vectors
where the permutations are taken over the possible contract of the Lorentz indices (with different couplings λ for different permutations). All of the terms in this section vanish if metricity is imposed.
COMMENTS ON THE SECOND CONFORMAL MODEL
We have seen that conformal symmetry has constrained the action. However, there are still multiple parameters. This can be both a difficulty and an opportunity. As a difficulty, it is clear that to fully analyse the general model with require an exhaustive exploration of the parameter space. However, the flexibility of the model may prove beneficial. Admittedly, with a quartic action for the metric and a non-compact gauge group, the model has potential for pathologies. There may be special ranges of the parameters which help solve these problems. For example, the quartic terms in the action help prevent large excursions in the Lorentz connection because they contain positive definite terms in the Hamiltonian Hamiltonian for an appropriate choice of the signs of the coupling constants.
The first requirement for analysing the model is to fine a useful gauge fixing term which does not explicitly violate conformal invariance. Analyses of conformal gravity at one loop have using gauge fixing which explicitly breaks the symmetry leads to divergences which also do not respect the symmetry. This will be addressed in future work.
6.1. Unimodular gravity, the conformal anomaly and the cosmological constant Any metric can be factored into a conformal factor and a unimodular metric
The Lagrangian constructed above is invariant under the conformal transformation, and hence does not depend at all on the conformal factor Ω(x). The unimodular nature of the action can be seen by direct construction. The simplest case to see this directly is that of the gauge action for the Lorentz connection. Here if one provides a field redefinition
and only the unimodular fieldĝ µν appears in the action. That this can be done for all the terms in the action follows from the conformal construction. If we choose
√ −gĝ µν ,ĝ µν will be unimodular, and because of the conformal invariance the full action can be written in terms ofĝ µν . The fate of this theory then depends on the path integral measure. If the measure is only invariant under unimodular transformations, then the low energy theory is that of unimodular gravity, which is classically equivalent to General Relativity. However if the fields in the measure are taken to transform under the full general coordinate transformations, then there can be a conformal anomaly. Even if the Lagrangian is invariant under conformal transformations, the measure is not. This leads extra terms in the effective action.
The conformal anomaly does not follow from any local Lagrangian. Instead it is described by finite but non-local terms in the effective action. There is a large literature on this topic, and there remains a disagreement whether the nonlocal action is described solely by terms which behave [38, 39] as C µναβ log ✷C µναβ or whether the nonlocality goes as 1/✷ 2 as in the Riegert action [40] . The resolution of this debate is not relevant for the present construction. However, let me comment that with the most standard definiton of log ✷, it appears that both types of terms are needed [41, 42] , although it is possible that one may find an alternate covariant definition of log ✷ that combines both effects. In the enlarged model presented here, it is also possible that some parameters will lead to renomalization group flow to an IR fixed point at which the conformal anomaly vanishes.
Unimodular gravity derived from the scalar curvature has all the same classical predictions as Einstein general relativity. However, the cosmological constant enters the theory in a different way [43] [44] [45] , as an integration constant for a constraint on the equations of motion. The metric no longer couples to the constant term -the vacuum energy -which appears in the action. While there still is a cosmological constant in the equations of motion, it no longer is the measure of the energy of the vacuum, but rather is a feature of the initial conditions of a particular solution. This is important as it allows us to decouple the vacuum energy from the problem of the cosmological constant. At this stage we do not have a theory of cosmology within this conformal model, but some general features could be assumed. Because Λ is set by an initial condition, that condition could be set during the conformal phase of the universe. At this stage there is no explicit scale in the theory and all contributions satisfy T µ µ = 0 and the integration constant could vanish simply from the lack of any dimensionful scale at this energy. It is then plausible that the initial condition should set the integration constant to zero.
Applying metricity in reverse
The following is a comment somewhat outside the primary development of this paper. It is prompted by the observation that the Lorentz connection is a more natural variable for a fundamental theory. This suggests that an alternate possibility is to use the metricity condition to eliminate the vierbein, writing it in terms of the Lorentz connection. Krasnov [46] has succeeded in doing this for the usual Einstein-Hilbert action, with a rather complicated looking action for the connection, but with significant success in extracting amplitudes [47] . For a related attempt involving the Weyl action, see Ref. [48] .
In our case, this would initially reduce the complicated action to a single term, which can be taken to be
with D ab µν formed using R ab µν instead ofR ab µν . Of course, the vierbein or the metric appear implicitly in this equation in connecting the spacetime indices, and the must be solved for in terms of the Lorentz connection.
Of course, used in this way the metricity condition is a very non-linear constraint. In usual general relativity, the inverse metric g µν is also defined by a non-linear constraint from the fundamental field g µν by requiring it to be the inverse of the metric. This is a local constraint. The metricity constraint used to write the Lorentz connection in terms of derivatives of the metric is also a local constraint. In order to eliminate the metric as an independent variable it needs to be written in terms of derivatives of the connection. The schematic procedure is described by Krasnov and collaborators in Ref. [49] . It would be very messy to write the action explicitly in terms of the Lorentz connection because the result would be very non-linear. However, this is only somewhat different than the usual non-linearity of general relativity, where the inverse metric is defined by a constraint from the real metric field, and it is difficult to write the action only in terms of the metric itself. It would be interesting to explicitly attempt such a construction.
SUMMARY
This paper presents two models for the gravitational interactions, treating the Lorentz connection and the vierbein as separate fields. If the Lorentz connection is confined or otherwise removed from the spectrum, as in the initial scale invariant variation of Sec. 3, then at low energy the symmetry must be carried entirely by the vierbein. It has been argued that, through dimensional transmutation, this will generate the Einstein action from one that was originally scale invariant. The metric can survive to low energy, although as a field it is dressed by the strong interactions with the Lorentz connection. This model deserves more investigation as a model for gravitons, although without fermions.
Perhaps a more satisfying model is obtained by imposing local conformal symmetry including fermions, leading to the transformation of the Lorentz connection given in Eq. 54. Conformally invariant combinations of fields have been constructed and the result is a rich structure. The model has not yet been analysed fully. For some values of the parameters it is hoped that the model can also be asymptotically free and still describe general relativity at low energies. The presence of mixing terms between the Lorentz connection and the vierbein may prove useful in allowing the vierbein sector to be well defined despite having contributions to the action that involve four derivatives.
The action for this model has many terms, with coefficients which are in principle separate. This is both a difficulty and an advantage. The difficulty is that of fully analysing the system. Having a large parameter space is calculational difficult and will take a sustained effort to explore thoroughly. I will not do that here. However, there are potentially important positive features. There are obvious issues on which the model may fail, and the extended space may circumvent those pitfalls for certain values of the parameters. For example, any given Lagrangian may have an unstable direction due to the feature that the gauge group is non-compact. However, the addition of an extra Lagrangian can be use to stablize the system.
